SHARE YOUR VOICE

MISTER LEMUR’S
ADVENTURES IN WRITING CAMP

Calling all middle schoolers: tell the world 🌍 what you’ve got to say this summer ☀️ at Adventures in Writing Camp!

40+ LOCATIONS!

WWW.AIWCAMP.COM

Give your middle schooler a competitive edge with writing!
Middle school program for students entering grades 6-8; Elementary program for students entering grades 1-5.

Single drop-off and pick-up point for all grades

Hours: 9am-3pm
Extended care available from 8-9am and 3-6pm at most locations

Visit AiWCamp.com for locations & dates
Questions? Call (833) WRITE-ON (833) 974-8366

Huntington Beach
Saints Simon & Jude Catholic School
July 8 – July 19, 2019
Other locations and dates available!

Campers in grades 6-8 will do a “deep dive” into a topic they love, and improve their persuasive and explanatory writing skills.

Each camper will spend two weeks exploring a topic of his or her choice, and creating original content related to that exploration. Whether it’s baseball, cooking, video games, or another obsession, this “passion area” is the framework for lessons around writing and research (blog posts), technology (video editing), basic journalism (interviews and podcasts), and safe and responsible internet use (digital citizenship).

The middle school program is co-located with the elementary program to provide campers with a unique, age-appropriate experience, and parents with a single drop-off point.